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Ad Text All people have to understand that the police service is exactly like a secret
gay club, the reason being that no one knows what goes on inside there even
if it's evident. There's a kind of code of silence, even if you saw something or
just know something about other police officer, you keep silence about it. But
if you are in a member of a club, you can be sure that no one will ever let your
secrets out. Statistically, 46% of cops admit to witnessing misconduct by other
cops! Also, 73 % of the individuals pressuring officers to keep quiet about the
misconduct are leaders. 8% of the officers who admitted to intentionally
withholding the information about officer misconduct were upper
administrators. Cops will always lie to suit interaction or conversation. Sadly
enough, "Sworn officer of the court" is most likely to lie than the citizen he is
even accusing. So, the lie is a norm for the officers who are keeping the code
of silence, and it's a miracle if a police officer tells the truth.
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Subscribe to our channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSbzPCwUDPvDCR6VRaOcDtg

Follow my Facebook: https://www.facebook.comnViIliamsandKalvin

Follow me on Twitter: https://twitter.com/Williams8kalvin

https://www.facebook.comNVilliamsKalvin-788980617892144/

Location: United States
Excluded Connections: Exclude people who like Williams&Kalvin
Age: 18 - 51
Language: English (UK) or English (US)
Placements: News Feed on desktop computers or News Feed on mobile
devices
Exclude: Behaviors: Hispanic (US - All), Hispanic (US - Spanish dominant),
Hispanic (US - English dominant), Hispanic (US - Bilingual: English and
Spanish) or Asian American (US)
People Who Match: Interests: National Museum of American History, Maya
Angelou, Mumia Abu-Jamal, The Raw Story or mother jones, Behaviors:
African American (US)
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All people have to understand that the police service is exactly like a secret

gay club, the reason being that no one knows what goes on inside there
even if it's evident. There's a kind of code of silence, even if you saw

something or just know something about other police officer, you keep
silence about it. But if you are in a member of a club, you can be sure that

no one will ever let your secrets out. Statistically, 460/6 of cops admit to
witnessing misconduct by other cops... See Mare
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